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Abstract—High Angle Annular Dark Field (HAADF) - Scan-
ning Transmission Electron Microscope (STEM) data is increas-
ingly being used in the physical sciences to study materials in
3D because it reduces the effects of Bragg diffraction seen in
bright field TEM data. Typically, tomographic reconstructions
are performed by directly applying either filtered back projection
(FBP) or the simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique
(SIRT) to the data. Since HAADF-STEM tomography is a limited
angle tomography modality with low signal to noise ratio, these
methods can result in significant artifacts in the reconstructed
volume.

In this article, we develop a model based iterative recon-
struction (MBIR) algorithm for HAADF-STEM tomography. We
combine a model for image formation in HAADF-STEM tomog-
raphy along with a prior model to formulate the tomographic
reconstruction as a maximum a posteriori probability (MAP)
estimation problem. Our formulation also accounts for certain
missing measurements by treating them as nuisance parameters
in the MAP estimation framework. We adapt the iterative coor-
dinate descent (ICD) algorithm to develop an efficient method to
minimize the corresponding MAP cost function. Reconstructions
of simulated as well as experimental data sets, show results
that are superior to FBP and SIRT reconstructions, significantly
suppressing artifacts and enhancing contrast.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Electron tomography has been widely used in the life
sciences to study biological structures in 3D [1]. In the
life sciences, electron tomography is dominated by Bright
Field (BF) tomography which is a transmission modality.
However, direct extension of the BF technique to the material
sciences has proved challenging because of diffraction effects
in some regions of the acquired projection images (sinogram)
caused by crystalline samples [2]. This has led to a growing
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interest in the use of HAADF-STEM tomography to study
materials in 3D (e.g. [3]–[8]). This modality, which is based
on measuring electrons scattered by the material, is relatively
free from diffraction effects observed in BF TEM data. The
HAADF-STEM signal contains information about the atomic
number of the region being imaged and hence is useful for
extracting chemical information about the material. As a result
HAADF-STEM tomography is also referred to asZ-contrast
tomography [2].

A typical HAADF-STEM acquisition involves focusing an
electron probe at a point on the material for a short duration
and measuring the electrons scattered into an annular detector
as shown in Fig. 1(a). The electron beam is raster scanned and
at each point a measurement is made to obtain a projection
image of the object. The object is then tilted along a single axis
and the process is repeated. At the end of the acquisition, a
set of projection images is obtained corresponding to each tilt
of the object. In most cases, due to mechanical constraints the
object can only be tilted in the range of approximately±70◦.
Therefore, HAADF-STEM tomography can be classified as
a parallel beam, limited angle tomography modality. More
details of HAADF-STEM acquisition and pre-processing can
be found in [2], [9].

Most approaches (e.g. [3]–[6]) for HAADF-STEM tomog-
raphy have directly used the measured HAADF data for tomo-
graphic inversion using FBP or SIRT [10]. The reconstruction
quality for these algorithms is limited by the fact that they
do not incorporate noise statistics of the measurement, anddo
not incorporate a prior model. Furthermore, algorithms such
as SIRT require the selection of an ad-hoc stopping criterion;
otherwise the reconstructed image will typically diverge or
become excessively noisy. Recently, there have been efforts
on using compressed sensing (i.e. total variation prior model)
based methods [7], [8] and discrete tomography [11] for
HAADF-STEM tomography. However, these examples have
not explicitly taken into account specific noise models and
do not deal with the case when there are missing calibration
parameters associated with the measurement.

Model Based Iterative Reconstruction (MBIR) algorithms
have enabled significant qualitative and quantitative improve-
ments in tomography applications like X-Ray CT [12]–
[17], positron emission tomography (PET) [18]–[21], bright
field electron tomography [22] , optical diffusion tomography
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(ODT) [23], [24], and atomic resolution tomography [25].
These methods typically require the specification of a model
for the measurement system and its associated noise (i.e., a
forward model); a model for the unknown image volume being
reconstructed (i.e., a prior model); an estimation criteria for
finding the reconstruction (typically the MAP estimate); and
an algorithm to compute the estimate. However, computing
the estimate requires solving a computationally demanding
optimization problem, and typically an iterative approachis
employed to solve it. A variety of iterative algorithms have
been explored for tomographic reconstruction such as Expec-
tation Maximization [26], Ordered Subsets (OS) [27], [28],
Conjugate Gradient [29], [30], graph cuts [31] and ICD [32].It
has been shown that ICD has relatively faster convergence than
other popular methods especially at higher spatial frequencies
in the X-ray CT case [33] when the algorithms were initialized
with a FBP reconstruction. Furthermore positivity constraints
can be easily incorporated in ICD compared to other gradient
based methods.

In this paper, we present a MBIR algorithm for quantitative
HAADF-STEM tomography [34]. We begin by specifying a
quantitative forward model for the HAADF-STEM acquisition
system which depends on the 3D volume of scatter coefficients
along with other parameters which can be either estimated or
measured. Next, we incorporate knowledge of either sharp or
diffuse interfaces between materials by using a q-Generalized
Gaussian Markov Random Field (q-GGMRF) [35] prior for
the scatter coefficients. If the interfaces between materials are
sharp, then the parameters of the model can be adjusted to
produce an edge preserving reconstruction; and if they are
diffuse, then the parameters can be adjusted to produce more
smooth boundaries. Finally, we formulate the reconstruction
as a maximuma posteriori probability (MAP) estimation
problem and develop a fast multiresolution iterative algorithm
to minimize the corresponding cost function.

Our algorithm to minimize the MAP cost function is based
on the ICD [32] algorithm. In HAADF-STEM tomography,
it is also necessary to estimate certain unknown calibration
parameters, in addition to the actual 3D volume of scatter
coefficients. In every iteration of the optimization, the voxels
are updated, followed by the update of other unknown param-
eters to lower the value of the MAP cost function. To speed
convergence of the algorithm we update voxels in a random
order [12], use a substitute function approach and parallelize
the updates. The convergence is further sped up by using a
multi-resolution initialization for the parameters, which also
eliminates the need to compute an analytical reconstruction
as an initial condition. We evaluate our method by comparing
the reconstructions with those produced by FBP and SIRT for
a simulated as well as a real data set. Reconstructions of a
simulated data set as well as a real data set show that MBIR
produces superior reconstructions by suppressing artifacts and
enhancing contrast.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section II
we discuss the model used for the measurement process in
HAADF-STEM tomography. In Section III we present details
of the q-GGMRF prior model. In Section IV we use the
image formation model along with the prior to formulate the

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Illustration of the measurement process in a HAADF-STEM
acquisition system. (a) A single measurement is obtained by focusing the
electron beamI0 on the material and measuring electrons scattered into the
annular detector. (b) Equivalent model for the measurement process. The
scattered beam from locationw0, dGk(u, v), which is deflected by angles in
the range of50− 300 mrad, is detected by the annular detector.

MAP estimation problem and describe our algorithm to find
the MAP estimate. In Section V we present results from a
simulated data set and follow it up with results on a real data
set. Finally in Section VI we draw our conclusions.

II. M EASUREMENTMODEL

In HAADF-STEM tomography, a single measurement is
obtained by focusing an electron beam at a point on the surface
of the material of interest. As the beam propagates through the
material, the electrons which are scattered through high angles,
approximately in the range50− 300 mrad, are detected by an
annular detector (see Fig. 1). The number of electrons detected
depends on the value of the HAADF scatter coefficients along
the region being probed which is related to the type and
number of atoms per unit volume at each location, the beam
energy used as well as the inner and outer angle of the detector.
The total number of electrons detected by the annular detector
is typically assumed to be proportional to the projected value
of the scatter coefficients through the region being probed.
The electron beam is raster scanned and at each point we
get a single measurement. The measurements resulting from
a single raster scan of the material constitute a single electron
microscope image. The sample is then tilted around a single
axis (y axis in Fig. 1) and the process is repeated. Thus we get
2-D parallel beam tomography data which we need to invert
in order to reconstruct the HAADF scatter coefficients.

The goal of HAADF-STEM tomography is to reconstruct
the HAADF scatter coefficients (units of nm−1) denoted by
f(x, y, z) at every point in space. If(x, y, z) is the frame of
reference of the object and(u, v, w) is the reference frame for
the electron source (see Fig. 1), then any function of space
can be reparameterized so thatfk(u, v, w) = f([u, v, w]Rθk)
whereRθk is an orthonormal rotation of the spatial coordinates
by an angleθk. For tomographic reconstruction we require
measurements of the projection integral

∫ +∞

−∞ fk(u, v, w)dw
through the object for every tiltθk and every point(u, v). We
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begin by describing how this measurement can be obtained
from the HAADF-STEM signal. LetI0(u, v) be the source
electron flux in units of electrons per nm2 corresponding to the
beam at location(u, v). Under the assumptions that attenuation
effects are minimal and the sample is relatively thin, the total
HAADF scatter is given by [36]

Gk(u, v) = I0(u, v)

∫ wmax

wmin

fk(u, v, w) dw. (1)

Thus we get

Gk(u, v)

I0(u, v)
=

∫ wmax

wmin

fk(u, v, w)dw

=

∫ wmax

wmin

f ([u, v, w]Rθk) dw. (2)

So the normalized quantityGk(u, v)/I0(u, v) is an estimate of
the tomographic projection at angleθk and at position(u, v).

We note that the above model, though widely used for
HAADF-STEM tomography, does not account for the atten-
uation effects observed during the imaging of thick speci-
mens of heavy elements [37]. While Van den Broek at al.
have addressed some of these non-linear effects [38], the
topic of developing simple tractable models that describe all
the experimentally observed characteristics of the HAADF-
STEM signal including contrast reversal [39] remains an open
problem. We use the linear model because it is still widely
applicable for a range of materials and thicknesses studiedin
STEM tomography including all the cases considered in this
paper.

Next we model the process by which the detector converts
the incident electron flux to a measured signal. The HAADF-
STEM detector typically consists of a photomultiplier tube
(PMT) which converts the detected electron flux to a current
which is then converted to a voltage using a preamplifier and
read out using an A/D converter [40]. Since the HAADF-
STEM detector has a limited dynamic range, the gain as-
sociated with the PMT (referred to as contrast) and offset
associated with the preamplifier [40], [41] (referred to as
brightness) can be adjusted so a wide range of materials
and thicknesses can be imaged. We denote the PMT gain
associated with the measurements at tiltk by αk and the
additive offset associated with the measurements at tiltk by
dk. Therefore, we model theith measurement (corresponding
to the electron source at(ui, vi)) at tilt k by a Gaussian random
variablegk,i, with mean

E[gk,i] = αk

∫ ∫

Gk(u, v)hi(u, v) dudv + dk (3)

wherehi(u, v) is a kernel which averages the electron flux
over the area corresponding to theith measurement. Letf
be a discretized version off(x, y, z) organized as aN × 1
vector, whereN is the total number of voxels,Ak is a
M × N projection matrix for tilt k, and M is the number
of measurements per tilt. Then substituting (1) in (3) we get

E[gk,i] ≈ Ik

∫ ∫
(
∫ wmax

wmin

fk(u, v, w)dw

)

hi(u, v)dudv + dk

= Ik [Akf ]i + dk (4)

where [Akf ]i is the ith entry of the vectorAkf , Ik = I0αk

is the product of the source electron dose (counts) and the
PMT gain at tilt k. For simplicity we will call Ik the gain
associated with the measurements at tiltk. The variance of
each measurement is modeled by

Var[gk,i] = σ2
kE[gk,i] (5)

where σ2
k is a parameter used to model the noise variance

at tilt k and E[gk,i] accounts for the Poisson character-
istics of the measurement. We assume that all the mea-
surements are conditionally independent. IfE[gk,i] ≈ gk,i,

Λk = diag
(

1
gk,1

, · · · , 1
gk,M

)

, gk = [gk,1, · · · , gk,M ]t, g =

[gt1 · · · g
t
K ]t, I = [I1, · · · , IK ], d = [d1, · · · , dK ] and σ2 =

[σ2
1 , · · ·σ

2
K ] then using (4) and (5) we get

p(g|f, I, d, σ2) =

(

K
∏

k=1

1

(2πσ2
k)

M
2 |Λk|

− 1

2

)

exp

{

−
1

2

K
∑

k=1

1

σ2
k

‖gk − IkAkf − dk1‖
2
Λk

}

(6)

whereK is the total number of tilts.

III. PRIOR MODEL

We use a q-GGMRF [35] model for the probability density
of f . The parameters of this model can be adjusted to account
for sharp or diffuse interfaces between materials. Moreover
since it has a bounded second derivative, the substitute func-
tion method of [12] can be used, significantly speeding up the
subsequent MAP estimation algorithm. IfN is the set of all
pairs of neighboring voxels (e.g. a 26 point neighborhood in
3D), wij is a weighting kernel which is inversely proportional
to the distance between voxeli and voxelj, normalized so
that

∑

j∈Ni

wij = 1 , Ni is the set of all neighbors of voxel

i, then the density function corresponding to the q-GGMRF
prior is given by

p(f) =
1

Z
exp







−
∑

{i,j}∈N

wijρ(fi − fj)







(7)

ρ(fi − fj) =

∣

∣

∣

fi−fj
σf

∣

∣

∣

q

c+
∣

∣

∣

fi−fj
σf

∣

∣

∣

q−p

whereZ is a normalizing constant andp, q, c and σf are
q-GGMRF parameters. Typically1 ≤ p ≤ q ≤ 2 is used to
ensure convexity of the functionρ(.), thereby simplifying the
subsequent MAP optimization. The value ofσf is typically
set to achieve a balance between resolution and noise in the
reconstructions. In this paper we fixq = 2. When p = 1
the prior model corresponds to strong edge preserving recon-
structions whilep = 2 corresponds to smooth reconstructions
(bearing some similarities to the Cahn-Hilliard phase field
model [42]). We note that whenc is zero, thep = 1 case
of the q-GGMRF corresponds to the total variation prior [13].
Thus the q-GGMRF provides a flexible prior model framework
enabling us to model a range of possible materials from those
with very sharp interfaces to those with smooth interfaces.
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IV. MAP ESTIMATION AND MBIR A LGORITHM

We use the MAP estimate to reconstruct the values of the
HAADF scatter coefficients. Since the gains (I), offsets (d)
and variance parameters (σ2) are typically not measured we
treat them as nuisance parameters in the MAP estimation
framework. The MAP estimate of the parameters is given by

(f̂ , Î , d̂, σ̂2) = argmin
f≥0,I∈Ω,d,σ2

{

− log p(g|f, I, d, σ2)− log p(f)
}

where Ω =

{

I ∈ R
K : 1

K

K
∑

k=1

Ik = Ī

}

, p(I, d, σ2) is

uniformly distributed, f is conditionally independent of
(

I, d, σ2
)

. We impose positivity constraints on the voxels
(f ≥ 0) as it is physically meaningful to have positive values
of the HAADF scatter coefficients. The constraintΩ forces the
average value of the gains to be equal to a valueĪ to prevent
our algorithm from diverging to unreasonable values of the
HAADF scatter coefficients. The choice of̄I is arbitrary but
affects the scaling off and hence the choice of the prior model
parameter,σf . Hence if Ī is set to the product of detector
gain and source electron dose, then the reconstructions will
be quantitative.

Using (6) and (7) we obtain the MAP estimate by minimiz-
ing the cost

c(f, I, d, σ2) =
1

2

K
∑

k=1

1

σ2
k

‖gk − IkAkf − dk1‖
2
Λk

+
1

2

K
∑

k=1

log
(

(

2πσ2
k

)M
|Λk|

−1
)

+
∑

{i,j}∈N

wijρ(fi − fj) (8)

In general the cost function c(f, I, d, σ2) is convex inf but
not jointly convex in(f, I, d, σ2). We adapt the ICD algorithm
[14] to minimize the cost function (8). In ICD the parameters
are updated one at a time such that each update results in a
lower value of the cost function. The basic structure of our
algorithm is to repeatedly perform the following steps until
convergence is achieved.

(i) For each voxelj , f̂j ← argmin
fj≥0

c(f, I, d, σ2)

(ii) (Î , d̂)← argmin
I∈Ω,d

c(f̂ , I, d, σ2)

(iii) σ̂2 ← argmin
σ2

c(f̂ , Î , d̂, σ2)

In Step (i) we update each voxel to lower the original cost
function using a substitute function approach [12]. The form
of the substitute function is chosen so that it results in
simple closed form updates for the voxels, speeding up the
implementation of our method. It has also been shown in [12]
that the substitute function approach speeds up the overall
convergence of the algorithm to the minimum. Minimizing
the substitute function does not minimize the original costbut
it results in voxel updates that lower the original cost. In Step
(ii) we find the minimum of the cost function with respect to
the gainI and offset parametersd by turning the constrained
optimization to an unconstrained problem by using a Lagrange
multiplier. Finally in (iii) we minimize the cost function with
respect toσ2. Thus each of the above updates lowers the value

UpdateVoxel(j,e) {

θ̃2 ←
K
∑

k=1

(IkAk,∗,j)
tΛ̃k(IkAk,∗,j)

θ̃1 ← −
K
∑

k=1

etkΛ̃k(IkAk,∗,j)

for each i ∈ Nj { Compute substitute function
parameteraji using (11)}

u∗ ←

∑

i∈Nj

wjiajifi+θ̃2f̃j−θ̃1

∑

i∈Nj

wjiaji+θ̃2

fj ← max(u∗, 0)

ek ← ek − (fj − f̃j)IkAk,∗,j , k = 1, 2, · · ·K
}

Fig. 2. Pseudocode for updating a single voxelj. The parameters for the 1-D
optimization problem are computed based on a substitute function approach
and a new value for the voxel is evaluated. The error sinograme is then
updated based on this new voxel value.

of the original cost function. The algorithm is terminated if the
relative change in the total magnitude of the reconstruction
is less than a preset threshold. Next, we derive the update
equations for the three steps of our algorithm.

A. Voxel Update

We adopt a strategy similar to [12] based on a substitute
function approach and random order update of the voxels to
minimize the cost with respect to each voxel. Sets of voxels
having the same(x, z) coordinate constitute a voxel line.
Voxels in the same voxel line share geometry computation and
therefore it is computationally efficient to update a singleline
of voxels together. Updating the voxel lines in random order
and using a substitute function approach has also been shown
to speed up the convergence of the ICD algorithm [12]. Further
the voxel updates are implemented in parallel (on multicore
machines) by allocating sets of contiguousx − z slices to
different cores similar to [43].

In order to find the optimal update for thejth voxel we
begin by rewriting the cost function (8) by ignoring terms not
involving voxel j as

c̃(u) = θ̃1u+
θ̃2
2

(

u− f̃j

)2

+
∑

i∈Nj

wjiρ(u− fi) (9)

where Λ̃k = 1
σ2

k

Λk, θ̃1 = −
K
∑

k=1

etkΛ̃k(IkAk,∗,j), θ̃2 =

K
∑

k=1

(IkAk,∗,j)
tΛ̃k(IkAk,∗,j) , Ak,∗,j is the jth column of the

forward projection matrixAk at tilt k, ek = gk−IkAkf−dk1
, f̃j is the present value of voxelj, andNj is the set of all
neighbors of voxelj. We must minimize this function with
respect tou to find the optimal update for voxelj. Taking
the derivative with respect tou and setting it to zero does not
give a closed form update foru due to the complicated form
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UpdateGainOffset(f, e) {
for each tiltk {

Akf ←
gk−dk1−ek

Ik
ComputeQk, bk

}
Computeλ̂ using (15)
for each tiltk {

ComputeÎk and d̂k using (16)
ek ← gk − Îk(Akf)− d̂k1

}
}

Fig. 3. Pseudocode for updating the gain and offset parameters. The
parameters for the constrained optimization problem are computed efficiently
using the present error sinogram and used to evaluate the optimal gains and
offsets. Based on these new values, the error sinogram is updated.

of the potential functionρ(·). Therefore we use a substitute
function approach in which we find a function which bounds
(9) from above, such that minimizing the new function results
in a lower value of the original cost function. Typically the
substitute function is chosen so that it can be minimized in a
computationally efficient manner. We find a substitute function
for eachρ(u− fi) of the form

ρ(u− fi; f̃j − fi) =
aji
2
(u− fi)

2 + bji. (10)

Using such a form results in a simple closed form update for
a given voxel. The values ofaji and bji can be derived as
shown in Appendix A and are given by

aji =







ρ′(f̃j−fi)

(f̃j−fi)
f̃j 6= fi

ρ′′(0) f̃j = fi
(11)

bji = ρ(f̃j − fi)−
aji
2
(f̃j − fi)

2 (12)

Given these values, the new cost function we need to minimize
is

c̃sub(u) = θ̃1u+
θ̃2
2

(

u− f̃j

)2

+
∑

i∈Nj

wjiρ(u− fi; f̃j − fi).

Since ρ(u − fi; f̃j − fi) is quadratic inu, the minimum of
c̃sub(u) has a closed form and is given by

u∗ =

∑

i∈Nj

wjiajifi + θ̃2f̃j − θ̃1

∑

i∈Nj

wjiaji + θ̃2
. (13)

Enforcing the positivity constraint, the final update for voxel
j is given by

f̂j ← max(u∗, 0) (14)

The pseudocode for updating a single voxel is given in Fig. 2.

B. Gain and Offset Update

To minimize the function (8) with respect to the
gains and offsets subject to the constraint, we turn the
constrained optimization problem into an unconstrained

one by using a Lagrange multiplierλ. If Qk =
[

(Akf̂)
tΛ̃k(Akf̂) (Akf̂)

tΛ̃k1

(Akf̂)
tΛ̃k1 1

tΛ̃k1

]

, bk =

[

bk,1

bk,2

]

=

[

gtkΛ̃kAkf̂

gtkΛ̃k1

]

, Λ̃k = 1
σ2

k

Λk, I = [I1, · · · , IK ] , Q−1
k =

[

q̃k,11 q̃k,12

q̃k,21 q̃k,22

]

, the optimal update can be derived as shown

in Appendix B and is given by

λ̂ =

K
∑

k=1

(q̃k,11bk,1 + q̃k,12bk,2)−KĪ

1
K

K
∑

k=1

q̃k,11

(15)

and
[

Îk

d̂k

]

= Q−1
k

(

bk −
1

K

[

λ̂

0

])

. (16)

The pseudocode for updating the gains and offsets effi-
ciently is given in Fig. 3.

C. Variance Parameter Update

To find the optimal value of the variance parameter, we can
take the gradient of (8) with respect toσ2 and set it to zero.
This gives us the optimal update for eachσ2

k as

σ̂2
k ←

‖ek‖
2
Λk

M
(17)

where ek = gk − ÎkAkf̂ − d̂k1 and M is the number of
measurements for each tilt.

D. Multi-resolution Initialization

In model based X-Ray CT it is common to initialize
the reconstruction using FBP. In HAADF-STEM tomography
initializing with FBP is challenging because there are several
nuisance parameters for which we have no initial estimates.
Moreover since the data sets are large and the optimization
tend to be computationally intensive, the overall convergence
can be sped up by using a multi-resolution algorithm to
initialize the parameters. Multiresolution methods have proved
to be useful in initializing parameters in other tomographic
modalities [19], [24], [45]. These methods transfer the com-
putational load to the coarser scales where the optimization
algorithm is faster because the dimensionality of the problem
is effectively reduced. In our application we set the parameterc
in the prior model to be small, andq = 2 so our prior behaves
similar to a GGMRF [46]. Therefore we adapt the scaling
parameter of the prior model,σf , for different resolutions
using Eq. 28 in [44]. Next we detail a method to initialize
the parameters at the coarsest resolution.

1) Parameter Initialization At Coarsest Scale: In HAADF-
STEM tomography, we observe that the signal measured
at each view is offset by an additive constant due to the
detector. In order to estimate these offsets in the optimization
framework we require a reasonable initial estimate. To do
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UpdateParameters(f , I, d, σ2, NInnerIter, T ){
Λ̃k ←

1
σ2

k

Λk, k = 1, · · · ,K

OuterIter← 0 //holds the number of iterations
do {

ek ← gk − Ik(Akf)− dk1, k = 1, · · · ,K
for Iter=1 to NInnerIter //inner loop

for each voxelj in random order
(f̂j , e)← UpdateVoxel(j, e)

(Î , d̂, e)← UpdateGainOffset(f̂ , e)
for each tiltk

σ̂2
k ←

‖ek‖
2

Λk

M

Λ̃k ←
1
σ̂2

k

Λk

if (OuterIter == 0)
NInnerIter← 1

OuterIter← OuterIter+1
} while (Stopping Threshold≥ T or OuterIter≤ 1)

}

Fig. 4. Pseudocode to update all the parameters and find the optimal value
of the voxels. First, all the voxels are updated in random order, followed
by the gains, offsets and noise variance. The value NInnerIter determines the
number of inner iterations over the voxels. At the very first outer iteration at
the coarsest resolution this parameter is set to a fixed value greater than1.
In all subsequent iterations this value is set to1. The algorithm is terminated
if the relative change in the magnitude of the reconstructionis less than a
thresholdT and the number of outer iterations is greater than one. Keeping
track of the error sinogram (ek) at each tiltk results in a computationally
efficient algorithm.

MultiResolutionReconstruction(g, σf , Ī, NRes, NInner, T ){
Setd(0) according to (18) and (19)

I(0) = Ī1, σ2(0) = 1, f (0) = 0

for k = 1 to NRes

if(k == 1)
(

f (k), I(k), d(k), σ2(k)
)

←
UpdateParameters

(

f (k−1), I(k−1), d(k−1), σ2(k−1), NInner, T
)

else

f (k−1) ← UpSample
(

f (k−1)
)

σ
(k−1)
f ← Updateσf using Eq. 28 in [44]
(

f (k), I(k), d(k), σ2(k)
)

←
UpdateParameters

(

f (k−1), I(k−1), d(k−1), σ2(k−1), 1, T
)

}

Fig. 5. Pseudocode to perform multiresolution initialized reconstruction.
NRes is the number of resolutions andNInner is the number of inner iterations
at the coarsest resolution. The superscript attached to each unknown parameter
indicates the resolution index. A superscript of0 corresponds to the coarsest
resolution with higher values corresponding to finer resolutions. At the
coarsest resolution the parameters are initialized as shown. At subsequent
resolutions the algorithm is initialized using the output of the previous
resolution. The function Upsample produces a finer resolution object from
a coarser resolution object by using a suitable up-sampling technique.

so we assume that the material is homogenous. Thus the
measured signal at each viewk will be proportional to 1

cos(θk)
plus an unknown offset. At the coarsest resolution the offset
parameter vectord is initialized by a least squares fit of the
average count in each viewk to 1

cos(θk)
. More specifically,

if G is a K × 1 vector containing the average counts of the

data at each tilt, andD =

[

1
cos(θ1)

· · · 1
cos(θK)

1 · · · 1

]t

then

the least squares estimatêφ = [φ̂1 φ̂2]
t is given by

φ̂ = (DtD)−1(DtG) (18)

and initial value of the offset is set to

d = φ̂21. (19)

The initial value of the voxels (f ) is set to0. Since the source
electron dose and detector gains are typically unknown, the
gainsI, are set tōI1. Finally the noise variance parameterσ2

is set to1.
2) Iterations Over Voxels At The Coarsest Scale: At the

very first iteration at the coarsest scale, given the initialvalues
of the parameters, we update all the voxels iteratively multiple
times (NInnerIter in Fig. 4) so that we do not converge to a local
minimum with unreasonable values for the HAADF scatter
coefficients. Beyond this stage the parameters are all updated
once per iteration.

The algorithm can be efficiently implemented by keeping
track of the error vector in the course of the iterations as shown
in Fig. 4. We note that the stopping criteria for our method is
that the relative change in the magnitude of the reconstruction
is less than a preset threshold and the number of iterations is
greater than one. The pseudocode for the full multiresolution
initialization based reconstruction is shown in Fig. 5.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Simulated Data Set

x (nm)

y
 (

n
m

)

100 200 300 400 500

100

200

300

400

500

Fig. 6. Simulated HAADF microscope image of aluminum spheres in vacuum
when the object is not tilted.

We begin by studying the performance of the MBIR al-
gorithm on a simulated data set produced from a phantom
consisting of spheres in vacuum. Our objective is to compare
the results of our method to the most widely used algorithms
for HAADF-STEM tomography, FBP and SIRT. The FBP and
SIRT reconstructions are performed using a popular electron
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Phantom FBP SIRT

(a) (c) (e)

(b) (d) (f)

(g) (i) (k)

(h) (j) (l)
MBIR (p = 1) MBIR (p = 1.2) MBIR (p = 2)

Fig. 7. Reconstructions using FBP, SIRT and MBIR with different prior models. (a), (c), (e), (g), (i), and (k) show ax − z slice and (b), (d), (f), (h), (j),
and (l) show ax− y slice. (a) and (b) show ground truth corresponding to a single slice. (c) and (d) show reconstructions from FBP, (e) and (f) show SIRT
reconstructions using IMOD. (g) - (l) show MBIR reconstructions with different values of the prior model parameterp. FBP and SIRT reconstructions are
noisy and have streaking artifacts in thex− z plane while MBIR significantly suppresses these artifacts and can produce sharper reconstructions. Increasing
the value of the prior model parameterp from 1 to 2 produces smoother MBIR reconstructions. Thus the value ofp can be chosen to best match the type of
material being imaged.

microscopy package, IMOD [47]. Since the scaling is arbitrary
and no positivity is enforced in IMOD [47], we clip the
reconstructions to be positive and perform a least squares
fit to scale the reconstructions to a similar range as the
true phantom. We use the visual quality as well as the root
mean square error (RMSE) between the reconstruction and the
original phantom to evaluate the reconstructions.

Fig. 6 show the simulated HAADF data corresponding to
the phantom at zero tilt. The images have been displayed by
scaling them using the minimum and maximum count in the
data. The spheres in the phantom have a scattering coefficient

of 4.132×10−4 nm−1 corresponding to Aluminum at 300 kV
with detection angles50−250 mrad (value obtained using the
Monte-Carlo simulator, CASINO [48]). The sphere diameters
vary (up to100 nm) and the sample thickness is about128
nm. The object is tilted from+70◦ to−70◦ in steps of1◦ and
the projection images are obtained using (1) with an electron
flux of 50000 counts per nm2 for every measurement and the
detector gain set to1. The offsetdk is set to9000 counts for
each view. To each HAADF projection measurement Gaussian
noise is added with variance parameterσ2 set so that the noise
variance increases with tilt. The values ofσ2

k corresponds to
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Fig. 8. Final value of the gains, offset and variance parameters upon termination of the algorithm. The gains are normalized by the dosage used and the
offset are normalized to the mean value of the counts in the dataset. We observe that the MBIR algorithm can estimate these unknown parameters and hence
they need not be explicitly measured.

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THEROOT MEAN SQUARE ERROR OF THE

RECONSTRUCTION WITH RESPECT TO THE ORIGINAL PHANTOM FOR

VARIOUS SCENARIOS. SIRT AND FBP HAVE HIGHER RMSE THAN MBIR
INDICATING THAT MBIR CAN PRODUCE QUANTITATIVELY ACCURATE

RECONSTRUCTIONS.

Method RMSE (nm−1)
FBP 1.278× 10−4

SIRT 0.988× 10−4

MBIR (p = 1) 0.284× 10−4

MBIR (p = 1.2) 0.324× 10−4

MBIR (p = 2) 0.496× 10−4

a minimum SNR

(

min
k,i

10 log

(

gk,i
σ2
k

))

of 34.471 dB. The

projection images are acquired at a pixel size of1nm× 1nm.
All the reconstructions are performed withσf = 4.1 × 10−5

nm−1, q = 2, and c = 0.01 using a 3 stage multi-resolution
initialization. At the coarsest resolution the initial value of the
image is set tof = 0, the variance parameter is set to1 and
the number of inner iterations,NInnerIter (see Fig. 5), is set to
10. The interpolation between resolutions is performed using
pixel replication. The value of̄I is set to50000, the value of
the source electron dose - detector gain product, so that the
reconstructions are quantitative. The stopping thresholdis set
to 0.1%.

Fig. 7 (a) and (b) show a singlex−z andx−y slice from the
original phantom. Fig. 7 (c) and (d) shows the corresponding
slices from the reconstruction obtained using the FBP algo-
rithm implemented in IMOD [47]. The algorithm results in
blurry reconstructions with significant streaking artifacts in
the x − z plane. In thex − y plane the reconstructions are
noisy. Fig. 7 (e) and (f) show the reconstructions using the
SIRT algorithm. While some of the noise appears suppressed
compared to FBP we still observe the streaking artifacts in
the x − z plane and noise in thex − y plane. Moreover in
regions where the phantom has no material, we observe that
the reconstructions still contain material with non zero scatter
coefficients. The RMSE of the SIRT reconstructions are lower
than those of the FBP reconstructions as shown in Table. I.

Fig. 7 (g) - (l) shows the reconstructions when we apply
MBIR algorithm to the simulated data set with different values

of the q-GGMRF parameterp. This phantom has discontinu-
ous boundaries so as we would expect the total-variation prior
(p = 1 in Fig. 7 (g) and (h)) is well matched to its behavior
and produces the lowest RMSE (see Table. I) reconstruction.
Fig. 7 (i) and (j) shows the MBIR reconstruction when we
setp = 1.2. This produces results with slightly more smooth
edges than thep = 1 case. This prior been found to be useful
[35] since it provides a good balance between preserving
edges and modeling the smooth regions in the reconstruction.
Finally Fig. 7 (k) and (l) show the MBIR reconstruction when
p = 2. In this case the edges are most diffuse and hence the
RMSE is higher than thep = 1 and p = 1.2 case for this
phantom. In all cases the streaking artifacts in thex− z plane
are significantly suppressed and noise in thex − y slices is
effectively reduced compared to FBP and SIRT. The RMSE of
the MBIR reconstructions (see Table. I) are lower than thoseof
the SIRT and FBP suggesting that the MBIR reconstructions
are quantitatively more accurate than FBP and SIRT. Thus this
experiment illustrates that MBIR is superior to FBP and SIRT
and furthermore the parameters of the algorithm can be chosen
to model a range of interfaces from very sharp to diffuse.

Fig. 8 (a), (b), and (c) show the final estimated values of
the normalized gain,Ik

Ī
, normalized offset,dk

ḡ
, (where ḡ is

the average count in the data set) and variance parameters,
σ2
k. We observe that the parameters are accurately estimated

demonstrating that the MBIR method can accurately account
for missing calibration parameters without explicitly measur-
ing them.

B. Experimental Data Set

In order to evaluate our approach on real data, we compare
our algorithm with FBP and SIRT from IMOD [47]. The
data acquired is of a≈ 150 nm thick sample of polystyrene
functionalized Titanium dioxide nano particle assembly [49].
The TEM used was a FEI Titan operating in STEM mode with
300 kV accelerating voltage, spot size7, +/- 70◦ with 2◦ incre-
ments for +/-54◦ and1◦ increments for54◦ to 70◦ and−54◦

to −70◦ . The exposure time was 12.6 seconds, magnification
was set to 225 kX, the frame size set to2048 × 2048, with
0.34 nm pixel size, and STEM dynamic focus activated. A
Fischione model 3000 HAADF photomultiplier tube detector
was used at camera length of130 mm. We use a≈ 350 nm
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Fig. 9. Acquired HAADF data for a Titanium dioxide nanoparticle data set
at zero tilt. The dark regions represent a void in the material.

×350 nm section of the projection images for reconstruction.
Fig. 9 shows a single projection image acquired when the
object is at zero tilt, displayed by scaling it to the range of
the data.

The FBP and SIRT reconstructions are performed with
voxels of size0.343 nm× 0.343 nm× 0.343 nm. The filter
parameters for FBP are chosen to produce the most visually
appealing results. The particles of interest in this data set are
approximately cylindrical with a diameter of18 nm and a
height of 40 nm [49]. Thus in order to reduce computation,
MBIR is performed with voxels of size(3×0.343) nm× (3×
0.343) nm× (3× 0.343) nm. The parameterσf is chosen for
the best visual quality of reconstruction. The value ofc is
set to0.01. We use a three stage multiresolution initialization
for the reconstruction. The interpolation between resolutions is
performed using pixel replication. At the coarsest resolution
the number of inner iterations (NInnerIter in Fig. 5) is set to
10. Since the source electron dose and detector gains are
unknown in this case, we set̄I = 20000 and jointly estimate
the gains along with the offsets and variance parameters as
a part of the reconstruction. The stopping threshold is set to
0.9%. The dimensions of the reconstructed volume are set so
as to account for all the voxels contributing to the projection
data. In presenting the results we only show voxels that can
be reliably reconstructed from the projection data i.e. at every
tilt there is a projection measurement corresponding to those
voxels. Additionally while displaying the results, we use a
scaling window ranging from the minimum to the maximum
value in the reconstructed volume.

Fig. 10 shows a singlex − z and x − y slice from FBP,
SIRT and the MBIR reconstruction. We observe that in SIRT
and FBP there are streaking artifacts in thex − z plane
of reconstruction while MBIR significantly suppresses these
artifacts. In thex− y plane the effects of noise are effectively
suppressed in MBIR clearly showing the Titanium dioxide
nano particles against the background support material. This
demonstrates the effectiveness of the method even for this
particularly limited tilt data set.

Finally we study the effect of varying the parameterp of
the q-GGMRF prior on the quality of reconstruction. Fig. 11
shows a reconstructedx − z and x − y slice for p = 1
and p = 2. Values of p close to 1 represent strong edge

preserving reconstructions values close to2 result in smoother
reconstructions. This is an additional flexibility which our
model based approach offers compared to SIRT and FBP i.e.
the ability to incorporate our prior knowledge of the natureof
the interfaces of the material. Knowledge of smooth interfaces
can be incorporated by settingp = 2 and sharp interfaces can
be represented by the settingp close to1. Fig. 12 shows the
final values of the gains, offsets and variance parameters upon
termination of the algorithm for the case whenp = 1, p = 1.2
and p = 2. However, we do not have knowledge of the true
value of the parameters to compare with those estimated by
our algorithm.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we presented a model based iterative re-
construction algorithm for HAADF-STEM tomography. We
used a model for the measurement process and combined
it with a prior model of the 3D volume to formulate the
reconstruction as a MAP estimation problem. We presented
a fast algorithm for quantitative reconstruction of the local
HAADF scatter rate per unit distance which also accounted for
unknown calibration parameters. Furthermore, the algorithm
is flexible to incorporate knowledge of the type of interfaces
present in the material via the prior model. We showed that
our algorithm produces superior reconstructions comparedto
FBP and SIRT on a simulated and a real data set.

APPENDIX A
SINGLE VOXEL UPDATE USING SUBSTITUTE FUNCTION

In order to find a suitable substitute function to the original
cost (9), each of the potential functionsρ(u − fi) can be
replaced by a functionρ(u − fi; f

′
j − fi) which satisfy the

following properties [12]

ρ(u− fi; f
′
j − fi) ≥ ρ(u− fi) ∀u ∈ R (20)

ρ′(f ′
j − fi; f

′
j − fi) = ρ′(f ′

j − fi) (21)

wheref ′
j is the point of approximation. Intuitively (20) ensures

that the substitute function upper bounds the original potential
function and (21) ensures that the derivatives of the original
function and the substitute function are matched at the point
of approximation. We use a substitute function of the form

ρ(u− fi; f
′
j − fi) =

aji
2
(u− fi)

2 + bji (22)

because it results in a simple closed form update for a given
voxel. Thus we need to find the values ofaji and bji which
satisfies (20) and (21). Taking the derivative of the substitute
function (22) and matching it to the derivative of the original
potential function we get

aji =







ρ′(f ′

j−fi)

(f ′

j
−fi)

f ′
j 6= fi

ρ′′(0) f ′
j = fi

To choosebji we set the value of the original potential
function and substitute function to be the same at the point of
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FBP SIRT MBIR (p = 1.2)

(a) (c) (e)

(b) (d) (f)

Fig. 10. Comparison of MBIR with FBP and SIRT on a real HAADF-STEM data set. The top row shows ax− z reconstructed slice and the bottom shows
a x− y reconstructed slice. (a) and (b) FBP reconstruction, (c) and (d) SIRT with 20 iterations, (e) and (f) MBIR withp = 1.2. MBIR produces images with
no streaks in thex− z plane and significantly suppresses noise in thex− y plane.

MBIR (p = 1) MBIR (p = 2)

(a) (c)

(b) (d)

Fig. 11. Effect of varying q-GGMRF shape parameterp on the reconstruction.
The top row shows ax− z reconstructed slice and the bottom row shows a
x− y reconstructed slice. (a) and (b)p = 1, (c) and (d)p = 2. As the value
of p increases the edges in the reconstructions become smoother.

approximationf ′
j . This gives

bji = ρ(f ′
j − fi)−

aji
2
(f ′

j − fi)
2

APPENDIX B
GAIN AND OFFSET UPDATE WITH UNKNOWN TRANSMITTED

ATTENUATION

Rewriting the first summation of the cost function in (8) as
a sum of quadratics in[Ik, dk] and dropping terms which do
not involveIk, dk gives us a new cost function corresponding
to the unconstrained optimization problem,

c̃(I, d, λ) =
1

2

K
∑

k=1

(

[Ik dk]Qk

[

Ik

dk

]

− 2 [Ik dk] bk

)

+λ

(

1

K

K
∑

k=1

Ik − Ī

)

whereQk and bk are defined as in section IV-B. To find the
minimum of the cost function, we take gradient with respect
to each[Ik dk] and set it to zero. This gives us

Qk

[

Ik

dk

]

− bk +

[

λ
K

0

]

= 0 (23)

and
[

Ik

dk

]

= Q−1
k

(

bk −

[

λ
K

0

])

. (24)

If Q̃k = Q−1
k thenIk = q̃k,11(bk,1 −

λ
K
) + q̃k,12bk,2. Using
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Fig. 12. Final estimates for normalized gain
(

Ik
Ī

)

, normalized offset
(

dk
ḡ

)

and variance parameter (σ2

k
) with respect to tiltθk for p = 1, p = 1.2 and

p = 2.

this in the constraint

(

1
K

K
∑

k=1

Ik − Ī

)

and solving forλ we

get

λ̂ =

K
∑

k=1

(q̃k,11bk,1 + q̃k,12bk,2)−KĪ

1
K

K
∑

k=1

q̃k,11

. (25)

Finally we can use this value of̂λ in (24) to solve for the
optimal values of[Ik dk].
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